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Abstract. An n-node tree has to be explored by k mobile agents (robots), starting in its root. Every edge of the tree must be traversed by at least one robot, and
exploration must be completed as fast as possible. Even when the tree is known in
advance, scheduling optimal collective exploration turns out to be NP-hard. We
investigate the problem of distributed collective exploration of unknown trees.
Not surprisingly, communication between robots influences the time of exploration. Our main communication scenario is the following: robots can communicate by writing at the currently visited node previously acquired information,
and reading information available at this node. We construct an exploration algorithm whose running time for any tree is only O(k= log k) larger than optimal
exploration time with full knowledge of the tree. (We say that the algorithm has
overhead O(k= log k)). On the other hand we show that, in order to get overhead
sublinear in the number of robots, some communication is necessary. Indeed,
we prove that if robots cannot communicate at all, then every distributed exploration algorithm works in time (k) larger than optimal exploration time with
full knowledge, for some trees.

1 Introduction
A collection of robots (mobile agents), initially located at one node of an undirected
connected graph, have to explore this graph and return to the starting point. The graph
is explored if every edge is traversed by at least one robot. Every robot traverses any
edge in unit time, and the time of collective exploration is the maximum time used by
any robot from the group. It turns out that scheduling optimal collective exploration is
NP-hard, even in the simplest case, when the explored graph is a tree and when it is
known in advance. However, most often, exploration problems are studied in the case
of unknown graphs (cf. [1, 6, 12, 14–17, 21]). This is also the approach adopted in the
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present paper. We restrict attention to trees and, unlike in the above quoted papers,
we consider exploration by many robots. The goal is to collectively explore the tree in
the shortest possible time. Since the explored tree is not known in advance, a collective exploration algorithm can have different performance in different trees. In order
to measure the quality of such an algorithm, we compare its performance to the performance of the optimal exploration algorithm which knows the tree in advance (recall
that designing such an optimal exploration is NP-hard). A collective exploration algorithm A for k robots (working in unknown trees) is said to have overhead Q, if Q is the
supremum of ratios A(k; T; r)=opt(k; T; r), where A(k; T; r) is the exploration time
of tree T by algorithm A, when robots start at node r, and opt(k; T; r) is the optimal
exploration time of T by k robots starting at r, assuming that T and r are known. The
supremum is taken over all trees T and starting nodes r. Hence overhead is a measure
of performance similar to competitive ratio for on-line algorithms. We seek collective
exploration algorithms with low overhead. If the explored tree was known in advance,
any exploration algorithm could be viewed as centralized, since it could assume knowledge of global history by any robot at any step. However, in our case, when the topology
of the tree is unknown, distributed control of robots implies that their knowledge at any
step of the exploration depends on communication between them. Below we specify
communication scenarios.
1.1 The model

We consider k robots initially located at the root r of an unknown tree T . Robots have
distinct identifiers. Apart from that, they are identical. Each robot knows its own identifier and follows the same exploration algorithm which has the identifier as a parameter.
The network is anonymous, i.e., nodes are not labeled, and ports at each node have
only local labels which are distinct integers between 1 and the degree of the node. The
robots move as follows. At every exploration step, every robot either traverses an edge
incident to its current position, or remains in the current position. A robot traversing an
edge knows local port numbers at both ends of the edge.
Our main communication scenario, called exploration with write-read communication, is the following. In every step of the algorithm every robot performs the following
three actions: it moves to an adjacent node, writes some information in it, and then
reads all information available at this node, including its degree. Alternatively, a robot
can remain in the current node, in which case it skips the writing action. (This model
is motivated by the capability of mobile software agents to exchange information by
leaving messages in the network). Actions are assumed to be synchronous: if A is the
set of robots that enter v in a given step, then first all robots from A enter v , then all
robots from A write and then all robots currently located at v (those from A and those
that have not moved from v in the current step) read.
We also consider two extreme communication scenarios. In one, called exploration
without communication, all robots are oblivious of each other. I.e., at each step, every
robot knows only the route it traversed until this point (which is the sequence of exit and
entry port numbers), and degrees of all nodes it visited. In the other, called exploration
with complete communication, all robots can instantly communicate at each step.
In all scenarios, a robot, currently located at a node, does not know the other endpoints of yet unexplored incident edges. If the robot decides to traverse such a new
edge, the choice of the actual edge belongs to the adversary, as we are interested in the
worst-case performance.

1.2 Our results
As a preliminary result, we show that the problem of finding optimal collective exploration, if the tree and the starting node are known in advance, is NP-hard. Our main result concerns collective distributed exploration of unknown trees by k robots, under the
write-read communication scenario. We construct an exploration algorithm with overhead O(k= log k ). Indeed, our algorithm explores any n-node tree of diameter D in time
O(D + n= log k). We first describe our algorithm for the stronger scenario, exploration
with complete communication, and then we show how to simulate this algorithm in the
write-read model, without changing time complexity. We also prove that any algorithm
must have overhead at least 2 1=k under the complete communication scenario. (This
lower bound obviously carries over to the write-read communication scenario.) On the
other hand we show that, in order to get overhead sublinear in the number of robots,
some communication is necessary. Indeed, we prove that, under the scenario without
communication, every distributed collective exploration algorithm must have overhead
(k ). Since this is the overhead of an algorithm using only one out of k robots, our
lower bound shows that exploration without communication does not allow any effective splitting of the task among robots. Comparing the upper bound on time for the
scenario with write-read communication with the lower bound for the scenario without
communication, shows that this difference of communication capability influences the
order of magnitude of time of collective exploration. Even limited communication permitted by our write-read model allows robots to effectively collaborate in executing the
exploration task.
1.3 Related work.
Exploration and navigation problems for robots in an unknown environment have been
thoroughly investigated in recent literature (cf. the survey [23]). There are two types of
models for these problems. In one of them a particular geometric setting is assumed,
e.g., unknown terrain with convex obstacles [11], or room with polygonal [13] or rectangular [7] obstacles. Another approach is to model the environment as a graph, assuming
that the robot may only move along its edges. The graph setting can be further specified in two different ways. In [1, 8, 9, 14] the robot explores strongly connected directed
graphs and it can move only in the direction from head to tail of an edge, not vice-versa.
In [6, 12, 15–17, 21] the explored graph is undirected and the robot can traverse edges
in both directions. In some papers, additional restrictions on the moves of the robot are
imposed. It is assumed that the robot has either a restricted tank [6, 12], forcing it to
periodically return to the base for refueling, or that it is tethered, i.e., attached to the
base by a rope or cable of restricted length [17]. It is proved in [17] that exploration can
be done in time O(e) under both scenarios, where e is the number of edges in the graph.
Exploration of anonymous graphs presents a different type of challenges. In this
case it is impossible to explore arbitrary graphs if no marking of nodes is allowed.
Hence the scenario adopted in [8, 9] was to allow pebbles which the robot can drop
on nodes to recognize already visited ones, and then remove them and drop in other
places. The authors concentrated attention on the minimum number of pebbles allowing efficient exploration and mapping of arbitrary directed n-node graphs. (In the case
of undirected graphs, one pebble suffices for efficient exploration.) In [9] the authors
compared exploration power of one robot to that of two cooperating robots with a constant number of pebbles. In [8] it was shown that one pebble is enough if the robot

knows an upper bound on the size of the graph, and (log log n) pebbles are necessary
and sufficient otherwise.
In all the above papers, except [9], exploration was performed by a single robot.
Exploration by many robots was investigated mostly in the context of graphs known
in advance. In [18], approximation algorithms were given for the collective exploration
problem in arbitrary graphs. In [4, 5] the authors constructed approximation algorithms
for the collective exploration problem in weighted trees. It was also observed in [4]
that scheduling optimal collective exploration in weighted trees is NP-hard even for
two robots. However, the argument from [4] does not work if all weights of edges are
equal to 1, which we assume. It should also be noted that, while in [4, 5] exploration
was centralized, the main focus of this paper is a distributed approach to collective tree
exploration.
Another interesting study of collective exploration in unknown environments can
be found, e.g., in [24, 20], in the context of a search problem in geometric trees and
simple polygons. It should be noted that in the search problem one is interested in
the detection of a single item, the target, as opposed to the exploration of the whole
unknown environment, discussed in our paper. Moreover, the competitive ratio used in
the context of geometric search is defined as the ratio between the search time and the
shortest distance from the starting point to the target. Thus, in this model, an increase of
the number of robots performing the search can only decrease the competitive ratio. On
the other hand, in our case, where the task is to explore the whole environment, it is more
appropriate to study the ratio between the time of distributed collective exploration and
the optimal time of fully centralized collective exploration. In particular, as we show
later, an introduction of a larger number of robots may lead, in our model, to worse
competitive performance.
Finally, collective exploration is also related to the freeze-tag problem [2, 3] in
which a set of “asleep” robots must be awaken, starting with only one “awake” robot.
The objective is to produce an awakening schedule of minimum time. Although the
task is collective in the sense that every robot participates to the process as soon as it
is awaken, the freeze-tag problem has more to do with the broadcast problem than with
the collective exploration problem. In particular, in the latter problem, the graph is unknown to the robots whose goal is specifically to discover this unknown environment.
In contrast, the graph is given in the freeze-tag problem, and the objective is to design,
in a centralized manner, a fast awakening schedule for the robots in the given graph.

2 NP-hardness of optimal collective exploration of trees
In this section, we prove a preliminary result that the problem of scheduling optimal
collective exploration, if the tree and the starting node are known in advance (i.e., the
problem of finding an exploration scheme working in time opt(k; T; r)), is NP-hard.
More precisely, we consider the following optimization problem.
MIN-TIME k -ROBOTS EXPLORATION OF TREES (k -MIN-RE).
Instance: free tree T = (V; E ), jV j = n, jE j = m, a node r 2 V , integer k > 0.
k
Solution: tours C1 ; : : : ; Ck , where i=1 Ck = E and each tour contains node r.
Goal: minimize maxfjCi j : i = 1; : : : ; k g.

S

In order to prove NP-hardness of k -MIN-RE, we show a transformation from the
following strongly NP-complete decision problem (see [19]):

3-PARTITION

Instance: Set A of 3k elements, positive integer bound B , positive integer size
s(a) for each a 2 A, such that B=4 < s(a) < B=2 and Pa2A s(a) = kB .
Question: Can A be partitioned into k disjoint sets A1 ; : : : ; Ak , s.t., for every 1 
i  k, Pa2A s(a) = B ? (Where Ai must contain exactly three elements from A.)
i

Theorem 1. Problem k -MIN-RE is NP-hard.

3 Exploration with complete communication
In this section we describe and analyze an exploration algorithm for k robots, with overhead O(k= log k ), under a communication model stronger than write-read communication, namely exploration with complete communication. At every step of exploration all
robots exchange messages containing all information acquired to date. (Communication
can be thought of as performed in a completely connected wireless network). Thus, at
each step, each robot knows the part of the graph collectively explored, degrees of all
visited nodes, and current positions of all robots. This strong model is introduced as an
auxiliary tool, in order to explain the main idea of the algorithm and of the analysis. In
the next section we show how this algorithm can be simulated in our write-read model,
without changing time complexity.
We will use the following terminology. We denote by Tu the subtree of the explored
tree T , rooted at node u. Tu is explored, if every edge of Tu has been traversed by some
robot. Otherwise, it is called unexplored. Tu is finished, if it is explored and either there
are no robots in it, or all robots in it are in u. Otherwise, it is called unfinished. Tu is
inhabited, if there is at least one robot in it.
Algorithm Collective Exploration
Fix a step i of the algorithm and a node v in which some robots are currently located.
There are three possible (exclusive) cases.
Case 1. Subtree Tv is finished.
Action: if v 6= r; all robots from v go to the parent of v , else all robots from v stop.
Case 2. There exists a child u of v such that Tu is unfinished.
Let u1 ,..., uj be children of v for which the corresponding trees are unfinished, ordered
in increasing order of corresponding local port numbers at v . Let xl be the number of
robots currently located in Tul . Partition all robots from v into sets A1 ,...,Aj of sizes
y1 ,...,yj , respectively, so that integers xl + yl differ by at most 1. The partition is done
in such a way that indices l for which integers xl + yl are larger by one than for some
others, form an initial segment [1; :::; z ℄ in 1; :::; j . (We will show in the proof of Lemma
1 that such a partition can be constructed). Moreover, sets Al are formed one-by-one,
by inserting robots from v in order of increasing identifiers. (Thus, the partition into
sets A1 ,...,Aj can be done distributedly by robots from v , using knowledge that they
currently have).
Action: all robots from set Al go to ul , for l = 1; :::; j .
Case 3. For all children u of v , trees Tu are finished, but at least one Tu is inhabited.
Action: all robots from v remain in v .
The following lemmas will be used in the analysis of this algorithm.
Lemma 1. Let v be any node of tree T and let i be a fixed step of Algorithm Collective
Exploration. Then numbers of robots in unfinished subtrees Tu , for all children u of v ,
differ by at most 1.

Proof. We prove the following assertion by induction on step i of the algorithm: “Let
u1 ,..., uj be children of v for which the corresponding trees are unfinished after step i,
ordered as in Case 2 of the algorithm. Then the numbers of robots in subtrees Tul differ
by at most 1, and the larger numbers correspond to an initial segment in 1; :::; j ”.
For i = 1, the assertion is obvious. Suppose that the assertion holds after step i,
and consider a node v which has at least two children which are roots of unfinished
subtrees after step i + 1. Let u1 ,...,uj be these children, ordered as in Case 2 of the
algorithm. If there are no robots in v after step i then the assertion trivially holds for
v after step i + 1, by the inductive assumption. Otherwise, the partition required in
Case 2 of the algorithm is produced as follows. Suppose that there are y robots in
v and xl robots in Tul , l = 1; :::; j , after step i. Let y  y0 mod j . Suppose that
x1 =    = xm > xm+1 =    = xj , where xm = xm+1 + 1. Put by=j robots in
each set Al . Then put one robot in each set Am+1 ; Am+2 ; :::; Aj ; A1 ; :::; Am , in this
order, until all robots from v are allocated. Now the numbers of robots in all trees Tul ,
l = 1; :::; j differ by at most 1, and larger ones correspond to the initial segment [1; :::; z ℄
in 1; :::; j , where z = m + y 0 if y 0  j m, and z = y 0 j + m, otherwise.
Lemma 2. Let Tv be a subtree of tree T , and let i be the first step in which a robot
enters v in the execution of Algorithm Collective Exploration. If Tv has m edges then
Tv is finished by step i + 2m.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the height of Tv . If v is a leaf, the lemma is obvious.
Otherwise, fix any robot R which enters v in step i. Let u1 ,..., uj be those children of v
which R visits, in the order of visits. Suppose that Tul has ml edges. By the inductive
j
hypothesis, the lemma is true for all Tul . Hence, by step i + l=1 (2 + 2ml )  i + 2m,
all subtrees Tul will be finished, and R will be back at v . If u1 ,..., uj are the only
j
children of v then Tv is already finished. If not, then i + l=1 (2 + 2ml ) < i + 2m.
In this case, all other children u of v must be finished by step i + jl=1 (2 + 2ml ),
otherwise R would visit one of them in the next step. Hence Tv is finished by step
i + jl=1 (2 + 2ml) + 1  i + 2m.

P
P

P

Lemma 3. Algorithm Collective Exploration works in time
n-node trees of diameter D.

P

O(D + n= log k) for all

Proof. Consider Algorithm Collective Exploration, working on a tree T of diameter D,
rooted at r. Define a path S = (a0 ; a1 ; :::) in T as follows. a0 = r. Suppose that aj
is already defined. Among all children of aj consider those nodes v for which Tv was
finished last (there can be several such children). Define aj +1 to be such a child with
smallest port label. The length jS j of S is at most D. Intuitively, the path S leads to one
of the leaves explored very late.
For any positive integer i and for any j = 0; : : : ; log k , denote by pi (j ) the largest
index of a node v on path S such that there are at least 2j robots in Tv after step i.
We will say that pi (j ) corresponds to the node with this index. Define nodes wi (l), for
jS j  l  1, as follows. Let wi (l) denote the lth node on S which has at least two
children u1 and u2 , such that Tu1 and Tu2 are inhabited after step i. Let di (l), for l  1,
denote the number of such children of node wi (l).
Define i0 to be the last step of the algorithm satisfying the following condition:
for all i  i0 , pi (0) is smaller than the length of S . We first consider only steps of the
algorithm until step i0 . We define two types of such steps. A step i  i0 of the algorithm
is of type

P

A. if l di (l)  21 log k ;
B. if jfj : pi+1 (j ) 6= pi (j )gj  14 (log k + 1).
We now show that all steps of the algorithm are of one of the above types. The proof
of this fact is split into the following three claims.
Claim 1. Fix a step i  i0 of the algorithm, and consider a node wi (l), for some l  1.
Then jfj : pi (j ) corresponds to node wi (l)gj  di (l) + 1.
Let v denote the successor of wi (l) on path S (v exists by definition of i0 ). Let j0
be the smallest element in the set fj : pi (j ) corresponds to node wi (l)g. The number
of robots in Tv , after step i, is x < 2j0 . By the definition of di (l) and by Lemma 1, the
number of robots in Twi (l) is less than (x + 1)  di (l). We have

x + 1)  di (l)  x  di (l) + di (l)
 x  2d (l) + 2d (l)
 x  2d (l) + x  2d (l)
d (l)+1
=x2
j
+
< 2 0 d (l)+1 :
Hence, if pi (j ) corresponds to wi (l) then j < j0 + di (l) + 1. This proves Claim 1.
Claim 2. Fix a step i  i0 of the algorithm. If pi (j ) does not correspond to any wi (l),
6 pi (j ).
for l  1, then pi+1 (j ) =
Consider pi (j ) satisfying the assumption of Claim 2. Let v denote the corresponding
node on path S , and let v 0 denote the successor of v on S . The number of robots in Tv is
equal to the number of robots in v plus the number of robots in Tv , in view of the fact
that pi (j ) does not correspond to any wi (l) and of the definition of wi (l). In step i + 1,
all robots from v move to v 0 , and all robots located in Tv remain in Tv . (Indeed, since
i  i0, Tv has not yet been explored, hence it has not been finished, and all subtrees
rooted at siblings of v 0 are finished and not inhabited, by the assumption that pi (j ) does
not correspond to any wi (l).) Hence pi+1 (j ) corresponds to v 0 . This proves Claim 2.
Claim 3. All steps i  i0 of the algorithm are either of type A or of type B.
a step i  i0 of the algorithm and suppose that it is not of type A. Hence
Pl Fix
di (l) < 21 log k. Since di (l)  2, for all l  1P
, the number of indices l for which
di (l) are defined, is less than 14 log k. It follows that l (di (l)+1) < 12 log k + 41 log k =
3
log k . By Claim 1, the number of integers j , such that pi (j ) does not correspond to
4
any wi (l), for l  1, is larger than log k + 1 34 log k > 41 (log k + 1). By Claim 2, the
6 pi (j ), is also larger than 14 (log k + 1). Hence
number of integers j , such that pi+1 (j ) =
step i is of type B. This proves Claim 3.
We now estimate the number of steps of type A. Consider all subtrees TuProoted at
nodes u outside of S . Let xu denote the number of edges of Tu . We have u (xu +
1)  n. Let tu denote the number of steps during which Tu is inhabited. By Lemma 2,
Pu tu  2n. In every step i of type A, at least Pl(di (l) 1) trees Tu are inhabited
at nodes u outside of S , hence summands are di (l) 1). Since
(subtrees Tu are rooted
di (l)  2, we have Pl (di (l) 1)  (Pl di (l))=2  41 log k. Hence the number of
(

i

i

i

i

i

i

0

0

0

0

n = 8n .
steps of type A is at most 1 2log
k log k
4
Next, we estimate the number of steps of type B. We have

X jfj

ii0

:

pi+1 (j ) 6= pi (j )gj = j

[ [kf i; j
log

ii0 j=0

(

):

pi+1 (j ) 6= pi (j )gj =

k[
[
j
f i; j
log

j=0 ii0

(

):

pi+1 (j ) 6= pi (j )gj =

Xk jfi

log

j=0

:

pi+1 (j ) 6= pi (j )gj  (log k + 1)  jS j;

the last inequality following from the fact that before step i0 all moves of robots on
S are down the path S , and hence, for a given j , the size of the set f(i; j ) : pi+1 (j ) 6=
pi (j )g is bounded by the length of S . For every step i of type B, we have jfj : pi+1 (j ) 6=
(log k+1)
pi (j )gj  14 (log k + 1), hence the number of steps of type B is at most jS14 j(log
k+1) =
8n
4jS j. Hence, by Claim 3, we have i0  log k + 4jS j.
We finally show that the algorithm completes exploration by step i0 + 1 + jS j. Let
i1 = i0 + 1. Let X be the set of robots that are in the last node b of S after step i1 . In
step i1 + 1, all robots from X go to the parent of b, because b is a leaf. By definition of
S , when a set of robots containing X moves from a node v0 on S to its parent v, then
Tv is finished and not inhabited, and consequently, by the construction of v0 , Tv is also
finished. It follows that in the next step, all robots from v move to the parent of v . Hence
the number of steps after i1 , needed to terminate the algorithm, is jS j. This implies that
the algorithm terminates by step i1 + jS j = i0 + 1 + jS j. Hence the running time of the
8n
algorithm is at most log
k + 5jS j + 1 2 O(D + n= log k).
Theorem 2. Algorithm Collective Exploration has overhead O(k= log k ).
Proof. Consider any n-node tree T rooted at node r. If the diameter of T is at most
n log k then the theorem follows from Lemma 3, because opt(k; T; r)  2(n 1)=k.
k
k
n log k
If the diameter of T is larger than n log
k then opt(k; T; r) 2 ( k ), because at
least one robot has to visit the leaf farthest from r. By Lemma 2, Algorithm Collective
Exploration uses time  2n, hence the overhead is O(k= log k ) in this case as well.
0

We conclude this section by stating a lower bound on the overhead of any collective
exploration under the complete communication scenario. Clearly, this lower bound also
holds under the write-read communication scenario. The proof is omitted.
Theorem 3. Any collective exploration algorithm for k robots has overhead  2

=k.

1

4 Exploration with write-read communication
In this section we show how Algorithm Collective Exploration can be simulated in our
write-read model, without changing time complexity. Fix any node v of the tree. Let
i denote the step number, and let p denote the port number at v corresponding to the
parent of v ; in the case v = r, we define p = . We define the following sets:

Pi is the set of ports at v corresponding to children which are roots of unfinished
subtrees,
– Pi0  Pi is the set of ports at v corresponding to children in whose subtrees there
is one robot more than in subtrees of all other children. In the special case when all
subtrees of children are inhabited by q robots, we define Pi0 = Pi , if q > 0, and
Pi0 = ;, if q = 0.
– Ri is the set of identifiers of robots that are in v after step i 1.
–

Let Ki = fp; Pi ; Pi0 ; Ri g, if node v has been visited by step i 1 of Algorithm
Collective Exploration. Otherwise Ki is undefined. We refer to Ki as the knowledge at
node v after step i 1 of Algorithm Collective Exploration. The action performed by
every robot located at v after step i 1 depends only on Ki and on the identifier of the

robot. Hence Algorithm Collective Exploration defines the following action function
H . For any step i and any robot R located at v after step i 1, the value of H (Ki ; R)
is one of the following:
– the port number by which R leaves v in step i,
– 0, if R remains at v in step i,
– , if R stops.
We construct a simulation of Algorithm Collective Exploration in the write-read
communication model. The new algorithm is called Algorithm Write-Read. It operates
in rounds logically corresponding to steps of Algorithm Collective Exploration. Each
round i > 0 consists of three steps, 3i, 3i + 1, 3i + 2, and round 0 consists of two steps,
1 and 2. Each step is in turn divided into three stages: in Stage 1 robots move, in Stage 2
they write information in their location, and in Stage 3 they read information previously
written in their location.
Recall that, in the write-read model, any robot R entering node v can write some
information in this node. In the Algorithm Write-Read, a robot R entering node v in
step i using port , writes the triplet (i; R; ) at node v . Denote by Ii the set consisting
of the degree of v and of all triplets written at node v until step i 1 of Algorithm
Write-Read.
^ at v after round i
1 of Algorithm Write-Read.
We now define the knowledge K
i
^ is not defined. Otherwise, we define K
^ =
If no triplets are written at node v then K
i
i
0
0
^
^
^
^
^
^
fp; Pi ; Pi ; Ri g, where Pi , Pi , Ri are defined
with respect to Algorithm Write-Read
(after round i 1) in the same way as Pi , Pi0 , Ri were defined with respect to Algorithm
Collective Exploration (after step i 1). We will show that, at the beginning of each
^ . Moreover, we will
round i of Algorithm Write-Read, any robot located at v knows K
i
^
^
show that, for any v and any i, Ki = Ki , and that Ki is defined for exactly the same
nodes as Ki .
^ is obtained from input I by the following recursive procedure.
Knowledge K
3i
i
Procedure Knowledge Construction
^ is undefined at nodes other than r and that it equals to
Assume that knowledge K
1
f; P^1; P^10 ; R^ 1 g at the root r, where P^1 is the set of all ports of r, P^10 = ;, and R^ 1 is
^ from input I , at all nodes v . We
the set of all robots. Suppose that we can compute K
3i
i
^
show how to compute Ki+1 from I3i+3 , at node v .
^ is unde(1) If there are no triplets written at node v for steps smaller than 3i (i.e., K
i
fined) but there is some triplet (3i; R; ) 2 I3i+3 then we put: p = (there is exactly
^
one such in this case), P^i+1 is the set of all ports at v other than , P^i0+1 = ;, R
i+1
is the set of all robots R, such that a triplet (3i; R; ) 2 I3i+3 is written in v .
^
(2) Otherwise, we first put K
i+1 = K^ i , and then modify K^ i+1 ; s.t.: p remains unchanged, P^i+1 is the set of all ports from P^i , except those ports , for which there is
a triplet (3i + 1; R; ) 2 I3i+3 at v (we discard those ports by which a robot entered
confirming that the corresponding subtree is finished), P^i0+1 contains z initial ports
from P^i+1 , where z is the integer defined in step i of Algorithm Collective Exploration,
X is the set of robots R for which (3i; R; ) 2 I3i+3 , and
R^ i+1 := R^ i [ X n Y , where
Y is the set of robots R0 for which H (Ki ; R0 ) = 6= 0 (we add robots that entered v
in step 3i and delete those that left v in this step).

Algorithm Write-Read
Round 0 - This is a special round used to distinguish the root r.
- - S TEP 1: - stage 1: do nothing.
stage 2: every robot R writes (1; R; ) at node r.
stage 3: every robot R reads I1 at node r.
- - S TEP 2: - - (do nothing).
Round i > 0 - Execution of each round is based on two assumptions
^ is correctly computed by
The assumptions after round i 1 are: assumption Ai - K
i
^ = K , at any
Procedure Knowledge Construction, using I3i ; and assumption Bi - K
i
i
^
node, and Ki is defined for exactly the same nodes as Ki .
The three steps of each round i have the following purpose. Step 3i is used to make
the actual move of a robot to its new location, according to the simulated Algorithm
Collective Exploration. Step 3i + 1 is used to temporarily move robots from a node
whose subtree is finished, to its parent w, in order to update information held at w,
concerning children with finished subtrees. Step 3i + 2 is used to move back robots that
temporarily moved in Step 3i + 1.
- - S TEP 3i: - stage 1: If R is at node r at the end of round i 1, and H (Ki ; R) =  for node r, then
R stops. If R is at node v at the end of round i 1, and H (Ki ; R) = 62 f0; g, for
node v , then R leaves v through port .
stage 2: Every robot R that entered v through port in Stage 1 of Step 3i, writes
(3i; R; ) in node v .
stage 3: Every robot R located at v reads I3i+1 (this is information held at v after Stage
2 of Step 3i.)
- - S TEP 3i + 1: - stage 1: If Pi = ; then every robot R located at v at the end of Step 3i leaves v through
port p.
stage 2: Every robot R that entered v through port in Stage 1 of Step 3i + 1, writes
(3i + 1; R; ) at node v .
stage 3: Every robot R located at v reads I3i+2 .
- - S TEP 3i + 2: - stage 1: Every robot R that entered v through port in Step 3i + 1, leaves v through
port .
stage 2: Every robot R that entered v through port in Stage 1 of Step 3i + 2, writes
(3i + 2; R; ) in node v .
stage 3: Every robot R located at v reads I3i+3 .
Remark. The return moves of robots in stage 1 of step 3i +2 could be avoided. They are
introduced to simplify analysis of knowledge update, and do not influence exploration
complexity.
Lemma 4. Assumptions Ai & Bi from Algorithm Write-Read are satisfied for all i > 0.
Theorem 4. Algorithm Write-Read works in time O(D + logn k ) for all n-node trees of
diameter D.
Proof. By Lemma 3, it is enough to show that, for every tree T rooted at r, the number
of rounds used by Algorithm Write-Read is not larger than the number of steps used
by Algorithm Collective Exploration. Let i0 denote the latter number. By Lemma 4,
assumptions Ai0 and Bi0 are satisfied. By assumption Bi0 , all robots are at the root

r after round i0 1, because they are all at the root after step i0 1 of Algorithm
Collective Exploration. In Step 3i0 of Algorithm Write-Read, every robot R performs
^ ; R), by assumption A . This action is equal H (K ; R), by assumption
action H (K
i0
i0
i0
Bi0 . By the definition of i0 this action is stop. Hence all robots stop after round i0 of
Algorithm Write-Read.
Corollary 1. Algorithm Write-Read has overhead O(k= log k ).

5 Exploration without communication
In this section we show that, in the absence of communication between robots, the overhead of any exploration algorithm is (k ), i.e., of the same order of magnitude as if
only one out of k robots were used to explore the tree. This shows that without communication between robots, no effective advantage can be taken of collective exploration.
Theorem 5. Every collective exploration algorithm for
without communication, has overhead (k ).

k robots, under the scenario

Proof. Let A be any exploration algorithm for k robots, under the scenario without
communication. We show that, for any k and n = k 2 + k , there exists an n-node tree T
and a node r of T , such that A(k; T; r)=opt(k; T; r) 2 (k ).
The tree T is of size n = k 2 + k , has root r, and k + 1 levels: level 0 consists of
the root, each of levels 1,..., k 1, has size k + 1, and level k has size k . All nodes at
level i + 1 have the same parent at level i. Call this parent the main node at level i. We
say that a robot is delayed at level i, if it spends there at least time k before finding the
main node. Consider levels 1,...,m, where m = k 1.
Fix a robot R, and pick the main node at each level randomly, with uniform probability. Hence R is delayed at level i with probability at least 1=2. Consequently, the
probability that R is delayed at fewer than m=4 of the first m levels, is at most 2 (k) .
(The expected value of the number of levels at which R is delayed is m=2, hence the
estimate is obtained by Chernoff’s bound). Hence the probability that some robot is delayed at fewer than m=4 of the first m levels is at most k  2 (k) < 1, for sufficiently
large k . Hence there is a choice of main nodes, such that all robots are delayed at least
m=4 of the first m levels. This means that every robot arrives at level k = m + 1 after
time at least (k m=4) + km=4 2 k 2 =4 O(k ).
On the other hand, if the tree T is known, then robots can use time k 1 to position
themselves evenly at levels 0, 1, ..., k 1 on the main branch, and then complete the
task in time 2k , in parallel for all levels. Then all of them must get back to the root. This
gives time 2k + 2(k 1). The ratio is k=16 O(1).

6 Conclusion
We showed that collective tree exploration can be done faster, if robots have some communication capabilities. This result should be considered a first step in the study of the
impact of communication between robots on the efficiency of collective network exploration. Several related problems remain open, including: (1) find a tree exploration
algorithm with constant overhead in the complete communication scenario; (2) find a
good lower bound on the overhead of tree exploration for the write-read model; (3)
generalize our results to exploration of arbitrary networks; and (4) consider other communication models in the context of collective network exploration.
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